Student Sharing: Magic Circle Careers & Case Study Interviews

Brief Synopsis: Interested in working at an international law firm? Intimidated by the case study interviews? Wondering what “commercial awareness” means? Heard rumours that grades are the most important factor in helping you stand out?

Join two final-year law students who will be training at Allen & Overy and Clifford Chance to learn more about training opportunities in Magic Circle firms and the application process. They will be busting myths and shedding light on life at Magic Circle firms.

Event Details

Date: 7 November 2018, Wednesday
Time: 1330H to 1530H (Please do not be late)
Venue: Blk B, 4th Level, Seminar Room 4-3
National University of Singapore, Faculty of Law

Registration: https://tinyurl.com/y8ujehkf

* Please note that we will be catering Bento Set for registered participants only.

SPEAKERS

Jessica Teng

Jessica is a final-year double degree student and will be training at Allen & Overy in 2021. She will be flying off to London to begin her UK qualifications in 2019. During her time in university, she was in the Yale-NUS Student Investment Group, Yale-NUS student newspaper and spent a summer in Europe studying Czech film and literature. In her free time, she enjoys rock climbing, pilates, and reading Jane Austen. Her biggest struggles are going to the gym and the patriarchy.

Daniel Ng

Daniel is a final-year double degree student and will begin training at Clifford Chance in 2020. He was the Head of the Military Justice Project and is a siao-on Officer Commanding in a NS unit. His favourite subject in NUS was Constitutional Law yet is likely to practice corporate law (ask him why!). Apart from English, Daniel speaks Mandarin, Bahasa Indonesia and Python.